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	Engineer your way to excellence! This professional resource explains in full detail how to build VoiceXML-based applications using real-world programs you can adapt for your own projects. The book includes three full-scale, enterprise-level applications complete with all source code.


	This book explains the techniques of developing VoiceXML-based voice applications in a manner notably different from that of other books on this topic. Some of the unique features of this book include the following:

	 Detailed discussion of the predevelopment stages of voice-based applications to provide explicit guidelines that clarify subsequent techniques and processes

	 Exhaustive examination of such issues as user interface and design considerations

	 Extensive coverage of VoiceXML 2.0 and related technologies such as speech recognition grammar format and CCXML

	 Systematic and detailed analysis of all major functionalities of VoiceXML 2.0

	 Four ready-to-use case studies covering major development aspects along with detailed code analysis

	Every program and code snippet in this book is tested in the DreamTech Software Research Lab, and you can directly use them in your applications. This book also contains a host of useful tips and last minute solutions that will prove to be quite handy in developing voice-based applications in VoiceXML.
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Check Point NGX R65 Security AdministrationSyngress Publishing, 2008
Check Point NGX R65 is the next major release of Check Point's flagship firewall software product, which has over 750,000 registered users. Check Point's NGX is the underlying security software platform for all of the company's enterprise firewall, VPN and management solutions. It enables enterprises of all sizes to reduce the cost and complexity...
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Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors in HIV/AIDS Therapy (Infectious Disease)Humana Press, 2006

	A magisterial survey of all aspects of the reverse transcriptase inhibitors (RTIs) used to treat HIV/AIDS, including drug discovery, pharmacology, development of drug resistance, toxicity, and prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV/AIDS. The authors synthesize our current understanding of the role of reverse transcriptase in the...
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Concurrency: State Models & Java ProgramsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999

	Concurrent Programs are notoriously difficult to get right. This book provides a systematic and practical approach to designing, analyzing and implementing concurrent programs. Concurrency concepts and techniques are introduced and illustrated using both state models and Java programs. The design models enable concurrent behavior to be...
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Microsoft  Visual Basic  Design Patterns (Microsoft Professional Series)Microsoft Press, 2000
Microsoft  Visual Basic  Design Patterns focuses on how to capitalize on the powerful object-oriented capabilities of Visual Basic. Specifically, the book introduces and explains how to employ a set of reusable software design patterns available within Visual Basic. Design patterns take objects to the next level, encouraging both reuse...
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Pragmatics and Prosody in English Language Teaching (Educational Linguistics, Vol. 15)Springer, 2012

	This volume explores the elusive subject of English prosody—the stress, rhythm and intonation of the language—, and its relevance for English language teaching. Its sharp focus will be especially welcomed by teachers of English to non-native speakers, but also by scholars and researchers interested in Applied Linguistics. The book...
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Vaccinia Virus and Poxvirology: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2004

	A comprehensive collection of cutting-edge methods to study and work with the vaccinia virus and other poxvirus gene transcriptions. These readily reproducible techniques can be used for the construction and characterization of recombinant viruses; for the study of poxvirus gene transcription and DNA replication; for the investigation of the...
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